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3 A new generation of journalists 

Svellana Pas{i 

This chapter explores recent changes in the profession of a journalist by asking 
\:v110 comes into journalism today and how these newcomers perceive the profes
sion. These questions arc posed within the context of the paradoxical situation 
in which journalism in Russia finds itself today. On the one hand, the profession 
enjoys popularity and prestige as seen in the growth in the number ofjournalism 
schools and the large numbcr of applicants. many of them Irom wealthy fami
lics. This is not surprising when journalism shines in public relations (PR) and 
sho\'" business. \vhere big money moves and personal career advancement are 
achicved. espccially in thc big cities. On the othcr hand, people do not respect the 
profession. not least because of the quality ofjournalism at present. 

The national survey of professions (VCIOM 2007) found that the most 
respected professionals in Russia are doctors and teachers, whereas the lea"it 
respected professionals are businessmen and journalists. The Global Voice ofthe 
People Survey (Gallup International 2008) conducted in 60 countries revcals that 
the level of trust in businessmen and journalists in Russia is much 100verthan the 
average world index: 4 per cent for businessmen and 6 per cent for journalists. 
whcreas the respectivc figures for the world are I I and 16. The survey of the elitc 
Barometer a/Trust conducted in 18 countries reveals that the Russian elite trusts 
business and the authorities and does not trust the Russian media, with the excep
tion of the business press (Kommersonl 2008a). The survey of the Russian blo
gosphcre conducted among journalists and PR workers (Mmd Corporate 2007) 
reveals that. in spite of definitc scepticism regarding the information appearing 
in the blogosphcrc, every respondent has a certain list of blogs enjoying more 
trust than the traditional media. and this is particularly true concerning political 
information. 

The paradox affecting journalism at present emerged from an imbalance 
betwcen the popularity of the functions of entertainment and the PR service on 
the onc hand and the insignificance of the function of public service on the other. 
There is a conAict of interests in the profession bct\veen commercial journalism 
and PRjollrnalism representing self-interest, and quality journalism representing 
public interest. The incrcasing popularity of the functions of entertainment and 
the PR service predicts that scll~interest in the profession prevails over public 
intcrest. This means thm journalism increasingly degenerates into business and 
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loses the basic atlribute of the profession - the lofty spirit of universal truth and 
public service. 

Arter the collapse of the USSR, a new Russia started its rapprochement with 
the \Vest. \Vcsternization was seen as the most appropriate way for the political 
and economic reforms. Russianjollrnalism experienced two basic trends: the risc 
of the quality press and the rise of the commercial press. The first one adopted 
a pro-\Vestcrn concept of news ba-...ed on separalion of facl and comment, refer
ence to a source of informalion. speed and accuracy of its transmission. The 
journalists began to develop independent reporting, open public discussion and 
pluralistic coverage - a nc\v genre ofjournalistic investigation. That is, the situa
tion began qualitatively to change from the Soviet semi-truth in the frames of the 
political state to truth and integrity as a new human value in the work and con
duct. Quality journalism began to become to be the 'fourth estate' in democratis
ing Russia owing to a growing ethical approach to serve the truth and the public 
interest. The second trend, the rise of commercialism, produced another idea of 
journalism as entertainmcnt. The media began to indulge mass tastes and reached 
big audiences. A perception ofjournalistic publications as commodities identical 
to other goods on the market had condoned venal journalism for polilical and 
commercial ends. and ethics became unwanted (Pasti 2006: 77). McNair (2000) 
characterises the c1ie11lclism of the Russian media or the 19905 wilh such key 
w"ords as 'power. profit. corruption. and lies'. Roudakova (2007) argues that the 
post-Sovict transformation of journal ism passcd 'from the fourth estate to the 
second oldest profession'. Bakshtanovski i and Sogomonov (2002) pose a prob· 
lem ofthc moral choices ofajournalist. It is a facl that the commercialisation of 
journalism was a part of economic development, as the media assumed the func
tion of advertising agencies. Editors promoted and stimulated journalists who 
could increase the effectiveness of advertising. Each ofthc papers. radio and TV 
channels set up special advertising departments that were an elcment of pressure 
upon journal ists. 

OveralL thl.: first post-Soviet dccade of market reforms. metaphorically 
speaking. split journalism into quality journalism pursuing the public inter
est and commercial journalism pursuing self-interest. The latter included not 
only an cntertainment funcLion. but also a PR function serving the interests or 
merging groups of politics and business whose artcrmath cemented political 
corruption. In the mid-1990s, conditions for quality journalism bcgan to dete
riorate. the political pressure increased, access to information diminished and 
assassinations of journalists began as documented in several monitoring reports 
(Dzialoshinskii 1997; Ratinov and Elremova 1998; Media in CIS 1999; Public 
Expertise 2000). External unfavourable factors were joined by internal factors, 
when the young pragmatically minded heads of media and journalists made 
their choice in l~lvOur of an alliance \\'ith the nc\v political authority (Zorkaia 
2005; Dubin 2006: 9). 

The next decade, the 20005, \o,:as led by a new presidenl. Putin. who took a new 
course towards the verticalisation or authority with an idea for re-constructing a 
Great Russia, i.e. the building of a sovereign democracy with implied resistance 
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to external pressures proceeding from the West and primarily the USA (Trenin 
2006). The govemment increased its control on the economy, policy, culture, 
media and other areas. Its new political shift from infolll13lional openness to infor
mational security narrmved the professional freedom ofjoumalists by returning 
thcm to frames of political subordination. The critical function of quality journal
ism, which had begun to rise in the liberal 1990s, \\'as gradually reduced. In its 
place a new form ofthe agreement, 'the Polit.PR contract'. between media and the 
government came into (orce. 

In contemporaT)' Russia the problem of generations serves as a springboard for 
future prospects (Levada and Shanin 2005: lasin 2005; Kapitsa 2006: Zaritsky 
2006; Omel'chenko 2006). Many writers and publicists expose the characteristics 
of our time with concepts such as 'Generation Pepsi' (Pelevin 1999). Plastic Boys 
(Loshak 2005), Spiritless (Minaev 2006) - nowadays also. referring to Putin. 
'Generation PU'. 

Empirical study 

The chapter asks \vhere a new generation ofjournalists finds its place in the pres
ent conl1ict ofinteresls and what perspectives appear for public service from value 
orientations or the new generation. The tenn 'generation' here is taken not in a 
narrow demographic sense limited to the dates of birth of individuals, but in a 
broader sense attached to the period of their coming into the profession; in other 
words. their age in the profession. Earlier research (I'asti 2005: 2007) revealed 
that the presentjollrnalistic population consists of three generations of working 
journalists: first. the old professionals who started in the Soviet media: second. the 
ne\-\' professionals who entered the profession during the transition of the 1990s: 
and third. those clearly post-Soviet professionals who entered the Oeld aner 2000. 
The dilTcrences between the old Soviet and the new post-Soviet practitioners 
divide their professional subcultures formed in diJTerenl periods of the political 
history of Russia: in the cpoch of the USSR, after the collapse of the USSR and 
the risc of liberal isat ion in the I990s. \-"ith the beginning of Putin's presidency and 
his new course for the central role of the state. 

Sample 

The chapter is mainly based on cmpirieal data from a study orst. Petersburg jour
nalists conducted in December 2005. The Orst study on SI. Petersburg journalists 
was carried out in 1999.' The sample ofthc follow-up study in 2005 also included 
30 randomly selccted journalists from II leading news media outlets.2 AII respon
dents gave their consent to meet and to talk with an intervic\ver (postgraduate 
students ofSt. Petersburg State University, Faculty of Journalism). The follow-up 
study used practically the same questionnaire as in 1999. In 200~. the Slunpling 
included three generations working in journalism: II respondents entered jour
nalism during the Soviet time (until 1991) identified as the Soviet generation, 
tcn respondents entered during the 19905 (1991-9) idenIified as the transitional 
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generation and nine respondents entered since 2000, identified as the young 
generation of the 2000s. In these studies. the definition of a journalist includes 
those specialising in flews and \-"orking full-time on the dailies and weeklies, in 
radio, TV and 011 the Internet. They produce information on political, economic. 
social, cultural isslIes, crime and sports ne\,.-'s. 

The sample shows that the professional structure of journalism is becoming 
younger and morc attractive 10 females. New post-Sovicljoumalists outnumbered 
old, Soviet journalists by two-thirds. Surprisingly, for only the first five years 
from 2000 did the number of young journalists reach one-third. The news media 
preferred La employ young people: in the sampling of 2005 the majority came 
into journalism by age 30 and females prevailed. Thus, among the 30 respon
dents, there were 13 males and 17 females, ,"vith ages ranging from 19 to 59 years, 
and time spent in the journalistic profession ranging from t\\'O to 40 years. Their 
division on grounds of gender and age was almost cqual. except for those aged 
from 20 to 30 being one male and nine females. In 2005, the respondents ,vere 
highly educated. However, distinct from 1999 ""'hen only one-third of newcomers 
had professional education, in 2005 practically evcl)' young journalist had had 
journalism education. In this respect, the transitional generation or tile 19905 con
sisting of representatives of various occupations. education and age differs lI'om 
the old (Soviet) generation as well as the new generation of the 2000s. In 2005. 
most young journalists worked as reporters and correspondents, and some were 
employed on temporal)' contracts. The young females did not have a second job, 
complaining about the hard basic workloads in contra")l to their older colleagues 
and young males who combined their main job 'with a second job. In comparison 
,vith 1999, thc wage significantly increased from the minimum 1,200 rubles in 
1999 to the minimum 6.000 rubles in 2005. In 2005. the income (basic job with 
second job) of half of the respondents was 10,000-30,000 rubles a month. One
third had incomes at the level of lhe cream of the Russian middle-class. 3 This 
dearly showcd that journalism provided good earnings. The average nominal 
wage paid in 51. Petersburg in the first halfof2006 was 12,024 rubles (354 euro) 
per month (Saini Petersburg 2006: 5). 

In 2005 abollt half of young journalists explained their coming to the pro/es
sian out of interest and vocation. 'The)' used such expressions as -devotion', 
'childhood dream' and 'love of literature' _Their choice ofjournalisll1 was made 
while still at school or straight after school. In this respect they were remi
niscent of the Soviet journalists assessing journalism as a dream vocation and 
had begun to '\-Tite for the prcss straight from school. The other half had rather 
pragmatic reasons: an casy way of getting an education. parents' advice, those 
failing to pass examinations in other faculties and going to the journalism fac
ulty. There were also those who came into the profession by accident. Most of 
the young journalists slarted as stringers and succeeded in accumulating cxperi
ence working in dilTerent types of media andjobs.l-lalfarrived in St. Petersburg 
from other regions (Pskov. Tol'iatti, Volgograd, Munnansk) in search of bettcr 
offers. They had moved over three or four work-places striving lo get LO the 
Icading media, for instance for one respondent from a local newspaper in the 
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home cit:y. to St. Petersburg to a local newspaper, then from there to a major 
channel of the state radio, from there to statc TV. Migrdtion ofjournalists from 
the provinces to the capital cities Moscow and St. Petersburg bcgan in the 1990s 
with liberalisation of the labour and housing markets. the media boom and the 
PR service. The provincial journalists lert in search or better opportunities for 
income. career. professional Freedom and simply a job when their local media 
became bankrupt. 

Between self-interest and public interest 

Journalists were asked about their work, aims. perceptions or their audience and 
attitudes to corruption. Significant diITerences were evident concerning their work 
values depending on the type of journalism and media in \vhich they worked. 
whereas an insignificant ditfcrcnce \-vas found regarding their attitudes to cor
ruption. Thus. among the journalists \\'orking in the government-oriented media 
there prevailed value orienlations of workers/or hire or mercenaries. In the com
mercial media the journalists \vere mostly oriented to creativity by resembling 
artis's. In the quality media the journalists strove to be experts. However. despite 
distinguishing work values, practically all respondents approved corruption in the 
profession. The practice of ordcred articles (zakaz, dzhinsa) wrillcn in the politi
cal and commercial interests of clients for moncy or services in the post-Soviet 
cra became a 'professional nonn'. The client made an order to a skilFul journalist, 
a competent professional. Journalism andjoumalists became commodities in the 
political market of media services. 

Alercellilr;es 

In the state mcdia and the private media oriented to...vards support for the gov
ernment, journalists perceived their work as any other sphere of production 
being implemented under supervision. There it was natural to follO\v the editor 
or co-ordinator in defining topics and emphases in the work. Their media \\'as 
in close contact with the government and the journalists had supposed olllcial 
sources of inFormation to be reliable ones. They distinguished officials fTom other 
people by safeguarding their interests. Thus. to the question: 'Do you disclose the 
names of rape victims before the court's decisionT. one respondent answered: ·It 
depends who has suffered, If (s)hc is some olTicial, so naturally not'. Some used 
unverified sources of infomlation in order to amplify the official content: '1 r I use 
them. so usually I say that they are unverified, usually this elaborates a slory·. 
Some excerpts [rolll their intcrvic\'lls: 

J am a worker for hire, what the boss wants. the boss gets. Today the bar is 
lowered. It seems lor me, today it is a job among jobs. Somebody is bellcr. 
somebody is worse. 

A usual job, the same as any other ,vork. simply the treatment of some 
things, the samc as in the plant workers make parts of machines cve))' day. 
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Journalistic perceptions of their professional responsibility were formed under 
the conditions or olficials' interference in their work and power of the 'telephone 
right' or the officials, under strict editorial control over the content ofjournalistic 
materials and corresponding media agenda. The journalists considered that lhey 
had a responsibility to themselves, the editorial line and their informants, mostly 
the official sources: 

I will not comment on a fact if it concerns politics and goes against the line 
of our broadcasting. 

It was pressure when we broadcast information, simply information with
out comments and the city's authorities demanded "blood" for this inlonna
tion. This wa., simply the infoffilation about a pro lest action, the people held 
a mass mee;;ting against one resolution of the authorities and the authorities 
quickly reacted and demanded that such intormation should never be given. 

Everyth ing depends on the editorial of:tlce where you work. Concerning our 
city TV channel where I worked, there naturally when you came back from 
a shooting you ask how to write: how' it was or the official version? Witbout 
ceremony the editor gave up such things as tears from the video already 
prepared, some intellectual faces in the mass meeting, that is, censorship. 

The perceptions or the audience were quite abstract among those working in TV 
and radio, such as -a soul of an)' man'. 'an educated man interested in my work'. 
On the contrary, tbe young journalists producing texts had concrete perceptions 
regarding who they write Jar: ' for city· dwellers of 20--40, working in offices, 
using the Internet and keeping up with affairs'. 'lor those interested in culture and 
history. but not politics'. Overall, the young journalists tried to avoid 'dangerous 
topics'. which could cause trouble at the work and even dismissal. 

Artists 

Creative work and self-expression were the most important things jar the young 
journalists working in the commercially oriented media: 

I think \\'hen a young male journalist begins to \"Tite for the newspaper tor 
him the most important thing is he himself and his feelings. Is he satisfied 
with himself, is his editor satisfied? This is primary. That is, will he be pub
lished here? In order for him to be satisfied, his friends and those closest to 
him must be satisfied, and later when time will pass, when he is fed up with 
this feeling, then he writes for a reader. 

As distinct from 'mercenaries', laconically and carefully answering the questions 
of the interview, these artists looked like extrOVl;:rts emotionally telling in detail 
how tbey succeeded in getting an interview and tracking down the hero or their 
report. They were like hounds hunting Jar exclusive infoffilation and new topics to 
attract readers and be interesting fortbem themselves. But they were also interested 
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in raising social problems, e.g. about the problem of unemployed footballers in 
St. Petersburg, where football was highly developed and popular. These young 
journalists perceived the 1110st unprofessional behaviour in their profession as 
'when a journalist is not curious'. In their work they used the Internet sources 
extensively. their circle of infonnants, acquaintances and friends. To obtain a 
good story, an exclusive, they used hidden cameras, payment for information, 
false identity and fabrication. Their perception of responsibility was attached to 
those people about whom they made their stories: 

Sin - to harm, to betray the trust of those people about whom the material 
was made. 

In my opinion first ofall you must have responsibility towards those people 
about \:vhol11 you make your materials. It pains them if a journalist garbles 
something, misrepresents material, exaggerates or othen.'l.. ise misrepresents 
the material. You must re-read and think how those people will react and 
think abont rhem more. 

The old journalists in these media ,"vere more anxious than the young ones about 
existing limitations in the selection of the topics, '""'hich, as a rule touched on sen
sitive subjects in the social development of the city (alcoholism, drugs, homeless 
children. problems of pensioners, social insurance and others). The editorial con
trol distorted the real picture oflife in favour ofa rosy view of the city authorities' 
positive agenda. The old journalists were not satisfied with this and ,"vould prefer 
to meet the needs of their readers: 

There is a directive for \\'hom to write but in point of fact there is the audi
ence. The directive is to \\-'fite for an active reader of 20--40 who \"'orks 
and goes by Metro. Since the newspaper is free or charge and has no con
slant readership, it has been distributed in a shorl period of time and nobody 
except pensioners will contrive in order to go to work earlier and take the 
newspaper. Whoever goes by Metro in the morning, takes it. including pen
sioners. They are a definite type. V./e write nothing for pensioners. but in the 
city, they are one fourth by the population. We have a lot of pensioners as 
readers. Before it was better, because we gave a slice or lifc, wrotc a lot on 
the economy, and the law, and interpreted them. People liked this ver~y much 
because they could get this from nO\\lhere else. We gave a picture of city 
life. We wrote about homeless persons (bomzh) and homeless children as il' 
by a short line. Now we do not write about them. It is as if they no longer 
exist. It is considered that \\le are a successful newspaper. I am not for such 
a policy. 

The young journalists also experienced editorial censorship and corrected the 
materials according to the editorial line, but took it indifferently. The wet I-being 
of their media depended on many things including the loyalty 01' the media to 
the political authorities. Interestingly, in contrast to the young journalists from 
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the government-oriented media, they did not reveal a fear of losing their job, 
being sure of finding ajob anywhere. Tbe journalism stan' in their editorial offices 
had often changed, and they began to combine a stafTjob here and a second job 
outside, in this way developing diverse experience and broadening professional 
contacts in the market. The greatest satisfaction in the \vork was to get approving 
feedback from their audience and if their materials enraged officials. They per
ceived the audience as anybody, all sorts of people, causal readers. as ·the people 
in Metro'. and also oriented to their own circle of people, consisting of friends, 
acquaintances and relatives. 

El;perl.f 

In the media orienting to quality information, balanced coverage of events, pre
sentation of different points of view including critical opinions regarding the 
officials and entrepreneurs and not excluding constructive relations with the city 
au thorities, the you ng .lou rnalists strove to become experts. They em phasised the 
imp011ance of pluralism offacts and opinions to produce quality infonnation and 
maximisation of those facts to actualise the topic taken by a journalist, and fried 
to make the situation better: 

I try to do good work. I cannot say that I am a big fighter for democracy. I try 
my best to get the maximum of information, to get quality information, to he 
as objective as possible in my vie\-\', on Iy neutrally without taking sides as far 
as it is possihle, without marked bias. Always to take consider the opinion of 
the other side, find as many opinions as possible on any problem, to make the 
material more informative. 

As a rule, 1 take those materials, those topics which are interesting for me, 
in which 1want something to change for the better, such as humanitarian aims 
as a whole. 

As distinct from the young journalists from the government-oriented media, 
experts had a certain scepticism regarding the statements of the officials and 
asserted that it is necessary to verify information coming from official sources. 
They also testified to cases of pressure coming from the city government not 
to cover certain events and not to publish certain comments. As a ru Ie. such 
requests had been made by phone. The young journalists followed their editorial 
line by learning the role of watchdog under the protection of their organisation. 
For instance. if they know that their article will cause trouble among officials, 
they publish it, if they are sure they are right. That is, in the frame of their edito
rial policy they had an opportunity to publish such materials. Dangerous topics, 
such as political murders, the activitit:s or skinheads or nationalists were written 
using pseudonyms. The young journalists were very proud of working together 
with well-known professionals in the media with a good reputation among the 
residents of the city. This stimulated them to \vork better in order to reach the 
level of their senior colleagues. Their responsibility "vas placed firstly upon 
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the editorial olTIce and their senior colleagues. The main things for them were 
personal integrity in their work. objectivity and professionalism: 

Not to lie because \\'e arc a source of infomlation for people and \ve must not 
let the source become dirty or print untrue information. Objectivity is needed. 
because otherwise a journalist begins to lie, to distort the existing reality. 
There is no engagement. to select those topics \-"hich really arc topical for the 
given lime. I mean if in the city a foreign student is killed and the first city 
channel broadcasts about some wonderful exhibitions. premieres. operas, it is 
\\'rong. The principle of actuality, importance, importance for a reader, what 
it is important for people in our city, country first of aiL 

In contrast to their young colleagues from commercial media and governmenl
oriented media. lhey perceived the audience not as consumers or a mass, notjusl 
as people interested ill culture, but as socially active citizens, educated. interested 
in politics_ striving 10 knmv marc. with income close to the middle-class and 
needs for expertise in current problems: 

This person is interested in political life, and a person interested in ditferent 
spheres of life. I consider that (s)hc is successfiJl, as a whole such a person 
interested in lhe current events in the country and the world. 

People around 30. Here arc two categories: elderly people call. not veT)' 
mobile, analyse the sinl3tion and mobile people - bank workers, economists, 
from the city Parliament, the city administration. there our newspaper has 
heen distrihuted. 

Overall. the understanding of their audiences comes from cvcT)'day ,vork and 
type of mcdia, where journalists work and follow the editorial line. Although the 
journalists working in the press and in online media seemed to know their audi
ences beller than broadcasting journalists, the newspapers continued to lose their 
readership. Thus, in 2006. the total print run of all the city's daily newspapers 
was about 100.000 for a population of five million (51 Pelerburgskie Vedomosti 
2006). The local experts noted a dwindling interest of the people in the political 
information provided by the city media. 

Attitudes to corruption 

In 2005, two-thirds said that they did not produce corrupt materials and hidden 
advertising, although these practices existed in the media and among journalists. 
One-third admitted that '\-Titing corrupt articles and hidden advertising ,vas nor
mal for earning money and that it was necessary to barter services in their infor
mal networks. However. as the journalists noted, times changed, were stabilised. 
and the media began to pursue profit by aiming at advertising services and at PR 
services that required establishment of good relations with their clients. mostly 
business and the officials. To attract orders and adverlising, the media tried to 
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build their image as solid and reliable partners in the market ofinfofmational and 
advertising services in conditions of increasing competition for clients and audi
ence. Some media introduced rules of corporate discipline and corporate ethics, 
e.g. no disclosure of inside inlormation to oulsiders and loyalty to colleagues 
from other media. The respondents were asked: 'It became commonplace to talk 
about the corruption or Russian journalists. the vlidespread practice of writing 
articles for money. Could professionalism and corruption be connected?". Most 
of the young journalists answered positively by perceiving corruption a'i a pri
vate practice or a professional. Among the journalists there was no dilTerence 
according to what t)'pe ofjournalism they represent. Thus. the journalists from the 
government-oriented media considered: 

It is quite normal, for the professional it is natural. 
Proressionalism and corruption are connected. Money is paid to profes

sionals. Professionalism is when you arc bought by money. That is~ when 
somebody is ready to pay you do this and that. They want to use your pro
lcssionalism lor their own aims, Thcy do not turn to just anybody but to 
the professional who competently organises the black PR campaign, \'\'ho is 
competently able to mze a chamctcr and his business to the ground. 

Combined. Material ;s for money. It is a common practice. A professional 
docs \\'hat (s) he knows how to do and he is paid for this. It is combined with 
professionalism. 

Young journalists from the quality media responded: 

It seems to me, yes. corruption and professionalism arc combined. There are 
whole editorial olfJces wherc this has been pmctised and by all the peoplc 
working there. they are professionals and by passing over in silence they are 
not allowed to say some things. but in actual fact this is only some names 
or to name some names marc often ... Because of this the journalist does 
110t work worse. Although engaged by the editorial office, he is an engaged 
journalist. he \.... ill not work worse. Even he can be objective. 

Yes. they could be. yes. I know that some journalists who \:vrite very 
good texts, indcpcndent and engaged by nobody. at the same time they can 
cam additionally by PRo As a rule they do this under pseudonyms and they 
are right to do so. If they produce successful lexts, it right to forgive them 
additional earnings in PRo 

Only two had doubts about corruption - that it contradicts ethics. The first excerpt 
comcs from a young female journalist working in the state media and the second 
excerpt from a young male from a popular daily: 

Among professionals there are those who will dispute any point of view 
for money. Tomorrow he will get money from opponents and will change 
his position and will dispute completely other values for other 1110ney, Such 
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professionals exist but I consider that it is an infringement of professional 
ethics. But it is possible to act professionally. I learnt with young males which 
quite easily said "\Ve \vill do \-vhatcvcr is asked of us". They managed easily 
with such unscrupulousness: a good review for a film - for God's sake, to 
write a bad revic\v - for God's sake! 

Here a lot depends on the understanding of the conception of professional
ism. If ethics and morality are- added to this conception, in this case this is not 
professionalism, this is anti-professionalism. But if v,'e do not add this. then 
they are best "ofigennye' professionals, they dig up such muck about pcople. 
Ordered advertising articles are a private matter, it is possible to advertise. 
to use some name. as ifby chance, a title in the article. but it is loathsome. It 
seems, I would not do this, I hope that t will not to do this. 

Six years carlier, in 1999, practically all journalists accepted corruption in the 
profession and in life. They considered venality and professionalism as things 
of the Saine order. Their arguments were that as everything around \Vas corrupt 
and dependent. there was no other way to leave poverty behind. Nobody buys 
unprofessional journalists. Old (pro-state) values had been displaced by new (pro
market) values (Juskevits 2002: 20 I). In 2005. a typical journalist noted that 'jour
nalists are not from another planet. but take bribes just like doctors and teachers'. 
Ovcrall, during the 2000s journalists' attitudes to corruption did not change, on 
the contrary, this remained to be legitimised in journalists' awareness as parts of 
acting economic and interpersonal relations. Corruption simplified life and work, 
and success could be achieved at any price. 

Self-image 

The young journalists in 2005 distinguished their generation from older gcnera
tions in the profession by being crHical of themselves and having a profound 
respect for Soviet journalists. It was a completely nc\v turn in the relations between 
the old professionals and young practitioners. In 1999, the newcomers (transi
tional generation) were establishing their identity via the conflict with the Soviet 
generation, putting a distance bet\vecn themselves and 'non-professionals" who 
for their entire lives only produced brainwashing and Communist propaganda. In 
turn, their perceptions about themselves were as 'new professionals' introducing 
nc\v values of \\'estcrn journalism (objectivity. neutrality. separation of fact and 
comment. etc). Today, young journalists orthe 2000s cmphasise thc professionalism 
of the Soviet generation and realise their own imperfections: 

Now everything is morc commercialised. We arc less ready to work free of 
charge than ollr collcagues in the past. 

Sovict professionals, they were so educated that they tried to get a result by 
their publication. They were not satisfied with a simple description, Lhey kept 
up with the situation. \-Hotc after that report, called, demanded a reaction to 
their texts. The present journalists write texts for the sake of text. The text is 
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not intended to change something, but is simply text for the sake orthe text, 
in order to fill space, time, and preferably. ofcourse, make 1110ney_ 

Today it seems journal ism is held up by older people. Among young 
journalists, unfortunately. I seldom meet individuals who in the first place 
want to stay in journalism and, secondly, want to be of some use and really 
will be interesting for readers, listeners and viewers. You undersland, the pro
fession ofajournalist now is fashionable. it is the worst thing. that the profes
sion is a vcry lashionable. [t became fashionable maybe five years ago and 
continues to be splendidly fashionable still now, although each began to say 
thaljournatists tell lies there and so on. Contemporary youth, such advanced 
young people, the Pepsi generation burst into journalism. [ ... ] I hope, that in 
ten years \""hen the number ofjournalists is smaller and there is a major short
age of them, by that time this profession will not be lashionable. And then 
in journalism there \vill be people who actually understand that journalism 
needs them, because they want to do this work, but not because thal they \...'ant 
to say "I am ajournalist, I am such a hardboiled journalist". I hope that these 
young people will become DJs, I do not know what will be in ten years, but I 
have quite a pessimistic view orthe future. 

The dillerenee is first of all in ideology. That is, the journalists of the 
Soviet time aimed at directives from the Communist party and they \\'orked 
for this idea. Then. in the transitional times or the 1990s there was nothing, 
vague times, journalists perhaps tried to find theirown way. And 1100V. at least 
I associate- myself with the last generation because I came into journalism in 
2000, m)' gcncratiol1 favours independence and freedom. freedom of speech 
and aclion. That is. first of all. it is an ideology. If during the 1990s thcre \\'as 
a search for ideology, so now there is no search for ideology, as such. Each 
has his own ideology. each works in his own way, independently. 

Future prospects 

A1 the end of 2005, the journalists ans\\'ering the question "I-Iow do you estimate 
the profession ofjournalist today?' described journalism in polar extremes. Some 
described it as a prestigious and interesting profession. fashionablc and attractive 
to young people. including PR services and \\'ell-paid. oflering opportunities for 
access to elite circles. Olhers described journal ism as poorly paid and falling in its 
social status. Journalism is developing in the direction of diverting the attention 
of people away from serious problems. the entertainment share is growing \.... hile 
journalists increasingly pursue ralings. As a resull,journalism is viewed as having 
become unimportant to people. Journalists ackno\vledge thai information is being 
suppressed as their media have been controlled and serve the political interests of 
the authorities. Journalism has become increasingly accommodating and freedom 
of speech is diminishing. Ten years ago it was better than it is nmy: 

This profession in time ,"viII cease to be actual because the \yord '~journalist" 

becomes not very important. If such conception as "Poet in Russia is more 
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than poet" had died already and loday nobody seriously perceives poets, 
nobody listens to them, so and time of journalists who could influence by 
a word social events and create social resonance, it goes away. Inlomlation 
becomes Iess~ we speak about some particulars. like what hotel is opened for 
homeless people or who gets a free lunch, but that big businessmen become 
officials, we do not speak about this. 

In eontraslto 1999. the journal isis in 2005 eonneeled their hopes for the future 
with political rather than economic changes. They said that the future of the pro
fession depends on the development of society. Half of the journalists attached 
their hopes to the future with technical progress and its inOuence on journalism, 
especially the rise of Internet services and online journalism. One-third was pes
simistic about the future, There is little hope of change with this regime and with 
universal globalisation as a whole. The public media are increasingly seen as 
becoming a part of popular culture, journalism is becoming entertainment. Soon 
the audience will not need journalism because it has acquired a taste for mass 
popular genres. Newspapers will die; already today they are useless and unprol: 
itable. Journalism will lose the spirit of humanity. and the capability to narrate 
abollt people. The PoliLPR function \·vill increase and the situation in freedom 
or speech will deteriorate. Journalism will have to move into a special niche for 
those who are still able to read. 

Discussion 

Political and economic conditions stabilised in the frame of a ne"v state policy 
of the verticalisalion of power. From the pluralistic agenda of the I990s, media 
turned to increasingly uniform instruments constituting an administrative octopus 
of the state and business. Critical opinions and discussions were relegatcd behind 
the mainstream; to less visible media (De/a. £kho Pelerburga), programmes on 
TV and radio and also the Internel. For example, afler years of publishing, the ana
lytical weekly Dela with a readership of intelligentsia was closed down 'for eco
nomic reasons'. The local elections for the legislative assembly in 2007 showed 
St. Petersburg 'as a mirror of Putin's political stabilization 1 

, \:vhen voters ·put the 
so-called stability promised by the party "United Russia" far above traditional 
democratic values, civil rights and market economy' (Lomagin 2007). Il did not 
diverge from the situation in other parts of Russia (Lema.ru 2007). From the indi
vidual and collective eorrupl practices of the 1990s paid under the tahle. media 
moved to a new form of contract~ made bcn:vecn the media and the government as 
well as the media and business. As a whole, it stabilised the agenda and the bud
get. although the pmctice of corrupt materials persisted. In 2005. the city's news 
media remained in the sphere ofcorp0rdtc interests of the state and capital (mostly 
owned by banks and industrial groups), and some of them had mixed ovmership 
(slale and private). In eontraslto the 1990s. when foreign eapilal (mostly from 
Scandinavia) energetically entered the media market, cstablished and acquired 
some media outlets (lhe daily Delovoi Pelerburg, the free daily Me/ro. radio 
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Baltika, the popular weekly Peterburg Express), in 2005 mainly domestic owners 
controlled the main news media outlets. That is, the process of internationaJisation 
of media capital was discontinued in the 20005. On the contrary, corporate control 
increased: close friends of Vladimir Putin became the main media tycoons in the 
city.4 [n terms of political economy, the media market moderniscd slowly, having 
the same major owners (the state and big business) with their invariable goals 
concerning the news media (propaganda and social control). Technologically, 
modemisation of media fonnats, print, content and working conditions of jour
nalists were in obvious progress. This had a positive impact on the work values of 
journalists, especially the young generation in their strive to develop multiskilling 
and mobility, to be economically independent and creatively successful. From 
strategies of survival (sccond jobs to feed the family, sandwich journalism) during 
the economically hard 1990s, the journalists moved over to strategies of attain
ability in the economically favourable 2000s by converting their capital (edu
cation, experience, social networks) into new positions among the political and 
(media) husiness elite at the peak of the popularity of their profession.' 

For educated. creatively thinking people, journalism remained an atlTactive 
field mostly due to its opportunities for individual freedom and potential for doing 
things in a personal way. Unemployment was practically non-existent; the levcl of 
self-regulation of the journalistic market was high. Journalists freely chose whcre 
to work, includiug the opportunily to combine a staff job with freelance work. 
Although the news media preferred to employ professionally educated people, 
access remained open for non-educated individuals and migrants from the prov
inces. The market for informational and advertising services continued to increase 
owing to economic growth and the need for skilled workers. The rise of com
mercial journalism and PR journalism (self-interest) and the marginalisation of 
quality journalism (public interest) testified that journalism moved increasingly 
into the media business, where the political and the commercial interests of the 
state and the capital were merging just as in the economy_ The media approached 
society predominantly as a consumer of goods and services (functions of enter
tainment. propaganda and advertising), and to a lesser extent as citizens to partici
pate in reforms (functions of information, analysis, critics). Becoming a pari of 
the politicaI-commercial alliance of the state and business, the media lost the trust 
of the public and, consequently, the ability to organise a dialogue between all par
lies: state, business and society. It seems that the government began to be aware 
of the problem and to attempt to find a solution, but in a familiar way by turning 
journalism increasingly into (pro-)state service. The process began with increas
ing control of the state over the media, especially TV and the printing houses. 
The government criticised contemporary journalists for a lack of competence. 
low professionalism and corrupt conduct (Russian Periodical Press Market 2006: 
8-·9). Hence, we cou Id expect a new state reform for the regulation of the media 
and their workers, and modernisation ofjournalism education by. ultimately, rais
ing the prestige of journalism among the population and the trust in the media 
as a social institution. Perhaps the role of social organiseI' will be required for 
suppori of the state initiatives in society? Overall, the post-Soviet transformation 
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of the media moved from the status of the party-state organisations in the Soviet 
Lime Lo the status of a market treelaneer during the 1990s, and in the 20005 to a 
consolidated partner of the state and business. 

The ne\v generation of the 2000s is, in fact, the first generation of journalists 
of a nev.' Russia. They are its contemporaries who experienced all the changes: 
born in the romance of the glasnost and perestroika (1985-90), grew up in the 
adventure of the 'wild capitalism' (the I990s) and entered the profession in the 
'meek' era of the 2000s. when to criticise or to protest is considered to be unpa
triotic, with no need to 'rock the boat'. Their basic distinction from the older gen
erations is that they do not reveal ideals, as it \vas with journalists of the Soviet 
epoch (the happy future \vith communism) and as it \\o'as with new journalists of 
Lhe liberal 1990s (the happy future with capitalism). Their ideology is pragmatic 
individualism and concern for their own fate, therefore confonnism dominates, 
successfully combining the political order and market supply, as the state and 
business are the basic clients of their media. They are children of the new post
communist socicty of consumerism. market values such as individual freedom, 
personal economic success and self-realisation are central for them, in contrast 
Lo those of the older generations with priority in the political values of develop
ment of democracy, free media, free elections and human rights. The youth do 
not appear to be interested in pol ilies. perhaps, because Loday this includes a high 
risks. They do not show any interest in the role of adversary and investigator; on 
the contrary, editorial censorship operates in the frame of the oITkial news. They 
tend to stay \vith such topks as culture, the sights of their city. its history and 
art just as it \vas with Soviet journalists. who escaped a straight confrontation 
with the political regime. They rely mostly on Lhemselves, acting competitively 
\vith each other as freelancers, changing jobs, combining jobs and developing 
muHiskilling. Their socialization today in the profession proceeds from their 
individual initiatives for new experience, ne\v contacts. new status, not including 
any collective interests in establishing solidarity (the question on solidarity was 
incomprehensible) or joining the professional association (practically nobody). 
But some corporate loyalties and agreements can be observed in some situations 
and between some journalists. 

Their lifest):le has been profoundly \Vestcrnized: high mobility, contract 
employment, Ireelanee approach, tnultiskilling, journalism technology (they are 
competent in the Western ·type' of news). They approach the West as equals. not 
having such existential experience as the Soviet and transitional journalists - the 
superiority of the \Vest and the inaccessibility of the \Vest. On the contrary. the 
\Vest is nov.' a close neighbour, open and accessible to them, often satisfying their 
needs and demands (the professional exchange programmes. tourism, shopping, 
recreation, elc.). The young generation docs not mythologise the \Vest, owing to 
free communication and personal experience. but the Soviet past in the general 
context of the present orAcial discourse and the nostalgia of the old generations 
have a positive sound for thcm and does not find grounds lor criticism, distinct 
from the radicalism of the transitional generation. \vho fiercely criticised the 
Soviet past. Rather, the new generation of the 2000s is a\vare of themselves as the 
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successors in the great history orthe USSR, and approaches the Soviet generation 
with profound respect. 

In spite of the Westernization oflife and work, political consciousness changed 
slowly with the Tsar staying in the mind. As it was in 1999, and six years later, 
in 2005, the city journalists pinned their hopes for change in journalism to a shi ft 
of the main national leader, the president of the country. Explicitly, they revealed 
the same way of thinking as the majority of the population in the country; implic
itly, the heterogeneity of their profession tidily attached to the po Utical authoriLy. 
Paradoxically, the majority were very critical of the present quality of journal
ism, engaged and commercialised; pessimistic about its 'health' in the near future. 
However, few protested against the present status quo and the news media in the 
narrow interests of political and economic power. Indisputably, they knew the 
price of the protest that could destroy their individual careers, income, personal 
security and further employment in the profession. The young journalists valued 
their present with ample opportunities for earnings inside and outside journalism. 
The majority showed self-interest in the profession preferring to remain atom ised 
and to use the profession mostly as a way of earning income 3Jld creating net
works, creative ambitions and search for personal better future. Additiona1ly, they 
werc not too poor to enter the protest, on the contraJ)', the close all iance of the 
media, the political authority and business guaranteed for thcm a regular income 
and future prospects. Karl Mannheim (1950) in his essays wrote about the young 
generation as a potential, which makes a protest because it is an outsider. Due 
to its protest, the young generation is able to change the existing state of things; 
the new generation is a vehicle of social change. In the present Russia young 
journalists do not want to be losers, they want to be winners and to get a1l the 
rewards from life as soon as possible in the frame of their individual freedom. 
Therefore, they make no protest. This means that they do not reveal the potential 
to change the conditions of their profession and to reach political independence in 
journalism. This means that the current situation will persist. 

If we seek the roots of conform ism, we should look at the society in which the 
journalists work and live. According to Pitirim Sorokin (2006: 590-1) the type 
of society is determined by the type of relations there. Sorokin identified three 
types of relations: agreed or contractual relations inherent in the modern capitalist 
society, family relations establishing the traditional society and coercive relations 
inherent in an authoritarian regime. The present Russia appears as the trad itional 
society with the most developed family and coercive relations. The young genera
tion, like their parents who grew up in such relations, perceives the coercive rela
tions as family relations and thus does not protest against the present restrictions, 
including limits to professional freedoms. The new generation reveals its readiness 
to serve the present order, like its predecessors the Soviet journalists did in the 
USSR. Nevertheless, some optimism is shown by those journalists who belong 
to the outsiders, the losers who had a critical stance to the present quality of the 
profession and who perceived the presenL status quo as provisional and had hopes 
for an alternative way - more integration with the West. In their critical approach 
and distrust that the present situation would last, we could see a hidden rescrve for 
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a change. In Olher words, the sihl3tion of Soviet journalists during perestroika may 
recover when the political freedoms come and the journalists use this opportunity. 
That is. the present outsiders could unite and fight for the profession. 

Notes 

The sample of the first study included 30 journalists: 14 Soviet practitioners and 
16 post-Soviet practitioners randomly selected from eight media representing differcnt 
typcs ofncwsjournalism in the city: ihe state Tcle Radio Company which includes TV 
Peterburg 5ih Channel and Radio Pcterburg, a private radio station Baltika. three dailies 
- Sankt-Peterburgskie Vedomosti. Smena and Irechernii Pe!erbl(rg~ the 51. Petersburg 
edition of the nationalleading daily newspaper Komsomol 'skaia Pravda~ and the most 
popular city weekly Pelel'burg Express (.Iuskevits 2002). 

2	 TV I)eterburg 5th Channel (on I October 2006 it resumed federal broadea."iting) and Radio 
Peterburg. the local dail ies Sallkl-Pelerbul'gskie Vedomosti and Vechernii Pelerbllrg and 
the S1. Petersburg edition of tile national daily Komsomo/ 'skaia Pravda. Sankt Peterburg 
branch of the All-Russian State Television and Radio Company (VGTRK). Television 
Channel 100-TV. FM Radio station Ekho Pcterburga. the analytical weekly De/o. the 
free daily Mell'o and the Internet daily Fontanka.Ru. 

3	 Some Russian sociologists define the 'cream' of the middle-class to be young people 
aged 24-35. with high education and monthly wage per person in Moscow $1500. in 
51. Petcrsburg $1000. in other big cities $800 (Ne;avisimaia gazew 2008). The average 
salary in Russia in 2008 was 16.400 rubles (about $500) (Kommersanl 2008b). 

4 NMG (the National Media Group) belonging to the bank Rossiia and its partners (Iurii 
Koval'ehuk, well-known as a close friend of Vladimir Putin) owns Tele-Radio Company 
\\ihich includes TV Peterburg 5th Channel and Radio Peterburg. TV channels REN TV. 
co-owner daily Sankl-Pelerburgskie Vedomosli. News Media (with such scandal tab
loids a<:; Tvai Den' and Zhizn') and the newspaper /:::vesliia (wwvl'·.mcdiaatlas.l'u/newsl 
print.ph p'?id~24807). 

The Baltic Media-Group ofOlcg Rudnov (also knO\\in as a close friend of Vladimir 
Putin) includes Radio station Baltika. a new interactive TV channel 100-TV, co-owner 
of TV Peterburg 5th Channel, such city newspapers as: :Vevskoe Vre11lia. SmefiG. 
t"echernee Vremia, daily Vechernii Pelerbllrg (more information in www.stockmap.rul 
eom pany/847/0/). 

The media group Azhur includes the Agency of.iournalistic investigations (Azhur)_ 
newspaper JiJsh lain)" sovelnik, the weekly MK v Pilere. and (he Internel daily Fontanka. 
Ru (www.lontanka.ru/about.html). 

5	 SI. Petersburg is a good example. I-lere. former journalists have followed vertiginous 
careers: some orthem occupy leading posls in the city'sgovernmcrH (vice-governor. the 
head or the culture department. press secretary of the governor), v,"hile their predeces
sors moved higher to Moscow. In the opinion of the head of the Sl. Petersburg Union of 
.lournalisls. it was/is pleasant for ajournalisl working there both during of the rule of the 
former governor. aJld now in the period of the present governor (Sankl Pelerbllrgskie 
l'edomosti 2006). 
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